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models. BVAR procedures give modelers more flexibility
in expressing the true nature of their beliefs as well as an
objective way to combine those beliefs with the historical
record. A specific version of the procedures, developed
by Minnesota researchers, has been used to build models
whose unadjusted forecasts seem to be as accurate as the
subjectively adjusted forecasts of other common models.
The fact that BVAR models forecast well without subjective adjustment also allows them to objectively estimate
answers to questions about future events and probabilities
that subjectively adjusted models cannot as plausibly
address.

Economic forecasting is often referred to as an art, perhaps because it involves not only data and groups of equations, or statistical models, but also the forecaster's
personal beliefs about how the economy behaves and
where it is heading at any moment. Artistry is an appropriate metaphor for what economic forecasters commonly do: blend data and personal beliefs according to
a subjective, undocumented procedure that other forecasters cannot duplicate.1 This is not the only way to
achieve that blend, however. The Bayesian approach to
statistics, a general method for combining beliefs with
data, suggests an objective procedure for blending beliefs
and data in economic forecasting models. This procedure
provides a framework that forecasters can use to document and discuss their beliefs, which can help make
economic forecasting more of a science and less of an art.
Today's most widely used economic forecasting
models are not usually discussed in terms of the Bayesian
approach, but they can be. When viewed this way, most
of them seem too rigid, allowing their human managers to
express beliefs within the models only in forms that are
often too vague or too precise to accurately represent the
managers' true beliefs. This may partly explain why these
models' forecasts often seem implausible to the models'
managers and thus why managers often subjectively
adjust those forecasts before presenting them to the
models' users.
One type of economic forecasting model, known as the
Bayesian vector autoregression (BVAR) model, has
been developed explicitly along Bayesian lines and seems
to be an improvement over other types of forecasting

A Bayesian View of Economic Forecasting
All statistical forecasting models combine, in some way,
information from historical data with information supplied by the builders of the model. Because modelers must
supply at least some information before they examine
data and because modelers presumably supply information they think will improve the model's forecasting
ability, the information they supply is known as their/?r/or
beliefs (or simply their priors) about the best way to
forecast. Forecasting techniques differ in how they
represent prior beliefs and how much weight they place on
them. BVAR models have been developed to let modelers
represent their beliefs more accurately and to combine
those beliefs with the information in historical data according to a standard, objective procedure.
1
This practice is well known among economists, but is not often discussed in
print. See Litterman and Supel 1983 and Litterman 1984 for some critical
comments.
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Beliefs and

minimally restricted by the modeler's prior beliefs, it is
more particularly known as an unrestricted vector autoregression (UVAR) model. Economists rarely have
enough data to construct UVAR models, especially ones
with more than a few variables, that forecast as well as
models that supplement the data with more informative
prior beliefs.
From a Bayesian point of view, UVAR models more
or less let the data speak for themselves. To see this more
clearly, consider a simple model built to forecast just the
money supply and real output. The UVAR modeler
might use economic and statistical knowledge to pick
linear formulas for the current and two previous quarterly
values of some measure of the money supply (MONY)
and real (inflation-adjusted) gross national product
(RGNP) as well as some constant terms (k m and kr).
Beyond these minimal and relatively uninformative priors,
however, the UVAR modeler would essentially claim to
be ignorant. Forecasts of each variable in the model
would be based on current and past values of all variables
in the model, or

Forecasts

At an elementary level, all forecasting procedures clearly
rely on at least a minimal level of prior belief. For
example, to forecast any given variable a modeler must at
least suggest which currently known variables are related
to it and might therefore be useful in forecasting it. The
final forecasting model might not use all of the suggested
variables, and data may be used to eliminate some
variables from the model. But in picking the candidate
variables for the model, the modeler must rely on beliefs
derived from prior knowledge of the theory and practice of
economics and statistics. The same is true for the types of
algebraic formulas that express the relationships among
the variables in the model (whether they are linear or
quadratic, for example); data may be used to pick the final
types of formulas, but only from among a set of candidates previously picked by the modeler. The common
transformations of economic data that are used in forecasting models—such as detrending, deseasonalizing,
interpolating, and linearizing by means of ratios or
logarithms—are also chosen in this way.
Beyond this minimal level of prior belief, the modeler
might also have views on the candidate variables or
formulas most likely to produce good forecasts or even on
the exact numerical relationships between the variables in
the model and the variables to be forecasted. One major
statistical theory, Bayesian decision theory, holds that
modelers can be thought of as having prior beliefs in the
form of probabilities about which of the possible models
will forecast best. Bayesian decision theory explains the
best way that data can then be used to revise these prior
probabilities. Essentially all forecasting procedures, even
supposedly non-Bayesian procedures in which the role of
prior beliefs is not at first apparent, can be interpreted as
at least approximating a Bayesian procedure in which
data are used to revise certain implicit prior beliefs.
Complete

(1)

MONYt+x =km + a0MONYt + a xMONYt_x
+ a2MONYt_2 + b0RGNPt
+ bxRGNPt_x + b2RGNPt2

(2)

RGNPt+l

+ mt

=kr + c0MONYt + cxMONYt_x
+ c2MONYt_2 + d0RGNPt
+ dxRGNPt_x + d2RGNPt_2 + r, +1

Ignorance

(where mt+x and r /+1 represent the errors that will occur
when MONYf+1 and RGNPt+v respectively, are predicted from a constant term and the three most recent
values of both). Furthermore, from a Bayesian point of
view, all possible values of the UVAR model's coefficients [the k!s, fl's, Vs, c's, and cTs in equations (1) and
(2)], which determine the quantitative impact each variable has on the model's forecasts, would be treated as
equally likely. This frequently makes the prior beliefs
used in this procedure vaguer than the modeler's true
beliefs; most modelers probably don't really believe that

A forecasting model incorporating only minimal prior
beliefs can be constructed by selecting a group, or vector;
of variables to forecast, allowing all the variables to
interact linearly with their own and each other's current
and past values, and using historical data to determine the
quantitative impact that each variable has on its own
fbture values and the future values of the other variables.
Because such a model relates future values of a vector of
variables to past values of that vector, it is known as a
vector autoregression (VAR) model. Because it is only
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